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4 half squares = 2 whole squares

> Find the total number of squares: 11 + 2 = ‘13
The area of the figure is 13 square units.

Try These

1. Find each area.Write your answers in sgure units.

a)

_
_

Area:

________________

Area:

____

d) e) f)

________

Area: Area: Area:

Using Grids to Find Area

-

Quick Review

Here is one way to find the area of a figure on a grid.
> Count the whole squares. > Next, count the half squares.

Put an X on each square Put a dot on each half square
to keep track of the count. to keep track of the count.

c)

Area:
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liPractice
1. Find the area of this figure.

Then draw a different figure with the same area.

. • . . : : : :
Area:

__________________

2. Draw all the rectangles that have an area of 12 square units.

!retch Your Thüiking

1. Explain what happens to the area
of a square if you double the
length of its sides. Draw 2 squares
to support your answer.



Perimeter: 12 units

Try These

Area: 8 square units
Perimeter: 16 units

Quck Review

Area: 8 square units

Compirhiq Area and
Perhmtr

> Different figures may have the same area.

> Different figures may have the same perimeter.

1. Find the perimeter (in units) and the area

b)

Perimeter:

Perimeter: 16 units
Area: 7 square units

Perimeter: 16 units
Area: 16 square units

a)
(in square units) of each figure.

Perimeter:

Area: Area:



1. Draw 3 different figures with area 6 square units.
Label the figures A, B, and C.

2. Use the figures you drew in question 1 to complete the chart.

Figure Area Perimeter

£
3. Draw 2 figures with the same perimeter but different areas.
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Stretch Your Thinking;

Ingrid bought 12 units of fencing to enclose her yard.What might the area of her
yard be? Give as many different answers as you can.



1. Find the area of each walI.Write your answer in square units.
a) b)

Area:

_________________________

Area:
c) d)

Area: Area:

7
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MeJ]th Area n Square
UnEt

Quick Fevew

It takes 48 small squares It takes 12 large squares
to cover this wall. to cover this wall.
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The area of this wail The area of this wall
is 48 small square units, is 12 large square units.

When you cover a surface with small squares, the number of square
units is greater than when you cover the surface with larger squares.
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c) a garden d) a photograph

Stretch!ourThinking

Suppose you covered your desktop with small squares.

Then you covered your desktop with large squares.

Would you use more small squares or more large squares? Explain.

F 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1. Find the area of each figure.Write your answer in square units.

a) b)

.—

I

Area:
c)

I I I I
d)

I I I
jt I I

Area:

Area:

Area:

F___
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2. Would you use small squares or large squares to find

the area of each surface?

a) the lid of a lunch box b) the gym floor

w
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